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Quintet Of Colleges
To

Voice Outlooks

On

Politics, Race

Girl Choristers Slate
Irray of SEiou Melodies
"With Joyous Shout" the Girls' Chorus, directed by
"My Fair Lady," Miss Eve Roine Richmond, will present
show tunes in order of their development from the be
ginning of light operas until the present time tonight at

Wooster's first "Great Issues,"
"Race
Conference considering
in
the United
and Politics
States," is expected to draw a
large number of students from
nearby Ohio colleges on April

r

25.

Conference Coordinators Dave Wiley and Joan
Becker, in conjunction with the
Five College

7'

1

I

Institute of Politics, Young Democrat Club Chairman Barbara
Koch,
and Young Republican
Club Chairman Bill Van Tilberg,
planned the schedule of speakers for the Conference.
include:
"Politics
Addresses
and Civil Rights in Congress" by
Mr. Howard Shuman; "Race as
a Factor in Party Politics" by Mr.
Elmer

r

Schattschneider; the pros

and cons of the two problems
in "Civil Rights North of Dixie"
presented by Mr. Marshall Brag-do- n
and Mr. Gerius S. Brady
who will discuss "Employment,"
RHYTHM ROUNDUP Set for the downbeat (upper right), singers will turn their eyes toward
and Mr. Morris Milgram and Mr.
Miss Eve Roine Richmond ((center) in the Chapel tonight at 8:15. Guest soloist Richard K.
Marvin D. Yerke who will conJones (lower left), rehearsing with Louise Stewart, will join student soloists Martha Kay
sider "Housing."
Parrott, Sang Lee, William Thompson, and Donna Mitchell (lower right). Among the girls
Opportunities for the students
blending their voices in the repertoire of show tunes will be Julianne Buss, Margaret Herold,
to air their views will come
and Tony McCune (upper left).
in the afternoon when the Conference will be broken up into
each
small discussion groups,
having one Wooster student as
chairman and two as discussion
-leaders. The aspect of the "Race
and Politics in the U.S." will be
Next year Miss Gould, Dr. Turkey and Greece but will tralia and those in the United
considered by the three groups
meeting simultaneously on hous- Ihrig, Dr. Eberhart, Dr. Gore, Mr. spend most of her sabbatical States.
Mr. Gore, head of the Music
and politics, Ling, Dr. Stephenson, and Dr. leave in France. She intends to
ing, employment,
study French culture and drama-- ; Department, intends to travel to
Walcott will go on leave.
respectively.
Germany with his complete set
Miss Gould of the Art Depart- tic literature.
ment, who will be on research
Mr. Eberhart will go to New of Introits and Graduals and,
leave, plans to travel through Zealand to continue his study in with the help of Rev. Frederick
England and through several the compulsory arbitration of M. Otto, will prepare them for
southern European countries. A- labor disputes. Mr. Eberhart has publication. In addition, he will
lthough she is primarily interest- 'a Fulbright Senior
Research work on early seventeenth cenColor Day
ed in painting, she also will do Award for the work he is doing, tury church music which is not
creative work in various media. ihlis work is the comparative yet available in modern reprint.
Authors Joan Bowser and
Mr. Ling will go to the Vienna
study between the labor relaMiss Ihrig to France
Robin Peters announce the cast
where he plans to
- Academy
Austions
and
of
Zealand
New
through
will
journey
Miss Ihrig
of their Color Day Pageant,
compose band music of folk
"Love's Labors Won," a parody
song suites for young people.
on Shakespeare's "The Taming
He will supplement his study by
of the Shrew."
taking courses in advanced con-

Seven Wooster Professors Anticipate
Overseas Sabbatical Research Leaves
!

i

;

!

I

Writing Pair Casts

i

j

Antics

group of players who will
wander upon the court after the
crowning of the Queen on Color
Day morning and present a
story on campus romance will
include Harold Moran as Lucen-tio- ,
Jack Burrow as Hortensio,
Joe Alderman as Gremio, William Thompson
as Petruchio,
Marty Whitaker as Kate, and
Anne Kopf, as Bianca.
Under the d irertion nf Gret
chen Van Matre, the pageant
win be performed using modern
dress and contemporary campus
chamrtpr hnoc
Tka m prJionr
will be asked to imagine the
The

scenery.

College To Picnic
Ants in the vicinity of the
campus will have a rare feed
when Woosterian picnickers take
their annual holiday. This year
the
Picnic will be
held Wednesday, April
28.
All-Colle-

ge

Bobbi Beck,

sophomore, is chairman of the arrangements.
Food Service will dole out
sack lunches from the outside
door of the cage to hungry students. Dining halls will be closed
for the event, which will take
the place of the usual supper

meal.
If Wooster weather chooses to
perform with rain, the gym will
.

harbor would-band women.

e

outdoorsmen

Indexes for 1957-5- 8
are
expected this week. The
local chapter of Alpha
Phi

Omega, national serfraternity, will distribute the year books.
vice

21

i

Policy Restricts Pizza Deliveries
To Men's Dorms, Bans "Sangys"

"Pizza deliveries will be made only once a night
to the men's dormitories," Dean of Men Ralph A. Young

announced Saturday.
"The decision to revoke

a;

p
the student operated sandwich
rmjt
f
- student selling Monday through
ui.v.c,w..
Vr-V
mzza .. deliveries
imit
iLaI
m
" U,
ti
uiivciiJ ,i in"' the
Tnrouqn
inrouun me
ine- men a
'.
men s dormitories was rne resu.rliiinursaav
Qf
of fhe
hal.
or monrns or poncy h,0,m y wometVs dormitories. "The
a committee of concerned
rnnrpinn-94 molovees
the Dean declared.
persons,
rnm
That committee included, in the pizza sales and losing
addition to Dean Young, Mr. money," Dean Young related.
Arthur Palmer, the head resiThe committee revised this
dents of Douglass and Kenar- policy
at the request of Dean
den, a member of the student
Golder, in a letter dated
Marjory
operated concession, and a repIt stated that only in
7.
April
resentative of the Student Union.
would piz- dormitories
men's
the
off
set un
,.
runny sei
the ruling
OT Tne
News of
to week
limited
Uo
be
deliveries
a wave of rumors which were
apparently founded on two ler - jenas
The new oolicv, announced
ters from Business Manager
by Dean Young, contwo
the
E.
to
Saturday
Palmer
Arthur
pizza concessions in Wooster, cerns pizza deliveries in the
men's dorms only.
according to Dean Young.
The Dean attempted to clear
up the m s u n d e r standings.
"From time immemorial there
has been a sandwich concession
on campus. Last year the students began ordering pizza from
Jim Traer, the winner of the
the two establishments in town.
Summer
of Politics'
Institute
dur
up
stepped
Soon pizza sales
Fellowship
of
ing the week along with sand- Congressional
expenses,
traveling
plus
all
$400
drinks,
and
and
soft
wiches
without approval. Calls were will soon head for Washington,
made in the students' rooms D.C. to join the "summer bureauwith extra pizza brought along crats." He will work in the office
of a United States Senator or
to sell door to door."
and live with
Mr. Palmer requested that this Representative
in the
students
college
other
that
and
soliciting be stopped
YMCA.
deliveries be confined to weekA junior history major preparends only in a letter to the pizza
ing for college teaching, Jim
houses dated April 1.
This policy was designed to hopes to take advantage of as
protect the student sandwich mnnv of Washinaton's cultural
offerings as possible during his
adv.
COFFEE SHOP
stay.
j

,

.

,

.

.

stu-b- y

ducting at the Academy.
Mr. Stephenson, head of the
Physics Department, will travel
to England where he plans to
visit several universities and
atomic energy plants. His work
will include reading and research in modern physics. He
ialso desires to investigate the
British program of the teaching
in undergraduate
of physics
!

'

I

schools.
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Jim Traer Eyes
Washington Tasks

I

Accompanied by his family,
Walcott will go to England
and do research on eighteenth
century London merchants and
study their influence on English
legislation.
Mr.

8:15 p.m. in the Chapel.
With Dr. William C. Craig of
the Speech Department as narrator, the girls will start with
a series of English show tunes,
go to American show tunes, and
finish with the Rodgers and
Hammerstein Era. Assisting the
chorus as soloists will be Richard
K. Jones,
baritone, from the
city of Wooster; Dan Youngdahl,
Thompson,
baritone; William
tenor; Larry Dunlap, baritone;
and Sang Lee, baritone; all students at the college. Louise Stewart will accompany the chorus
at the piano and Mary Ann Van
Wickle at the organ.

the chorus will offer "The Finale
to the Gondoliers" from the
show by the same name.
The Girls' Chorus, consisting
of 49 members, during the past
season has made an extended
tour to the East in February and
has also included several visits
to churches of neighboring cities
in their schedule. Mary Ann Van
Wickle, president of the organization, has led the chorus in the
1958-5program, assisted by
Barbara Stockard,
Pat Murray, secretary, and Jan
Worthington, treasurer. Also on
the board are two representatives from each of the sophomore, junior, and senior classes.
9

vice-preside-

English Opener
begin the program the girls
will sing "Youth's the Season,"
and "Greensleeves" from "The
Beggar's Opera" followed by
'
Comes a Train," "Tit Willow"
with Dan Youngdahl as soloist,
"The Flowers That Bloom in the
Spring," a duet of Bill Thompson and Dan Youngdahl, and
"With Joyous Shout" from Gil
bert and Sullivan's "The Mikado."
From
The Geisha
two
songs, "Geisha Are We," and
"The Monkey Song" with soloist
Phyllis Berry, are included. Bill
Thompson, Dan Youngdahl, and
Larry Dunlap sing to maidens
Carol Whiteleather, Judy
and Jean Chambers as
the "Floradora" sextette in "Tell
Me Pretty Maiden." The "Kiss
Waltz" from "The Pink Lady"
concludes the English part of the
program.
Broadway Rhythms
To

nt,

Chapel
Calendar

April 20,

Cleveland Indians' Player
baseball player for the
Cleveland Indians will present
the Hayes Memorial Trophy to
the student who, in the opinion
of the Men's Association, has
demonstrated the most outstanding athletic skill in intramural
sports.
This annual award is made in
memory of Robert A. Hayes, a
Wooster senior and member of
Third Section who suffered a
fatal automobile accident in December, 1953. Because Bob's
classmates considered athletic
prowess his greatest asset, they
placed a plaque in Severance
"All Is Fair" from "Robin Gymnasium on which the winHood" commences the American ner's name is engraved each
show tunes. Anne Gurney will year. Athletes who have earned
"
sing the solo in "Babes in
varsity letters are not eligible.
from the show "Toyland."
Scot Symphonic Band
"When a Maid Comes Knocking" April 21,
band will at"The
college
from "The Firefly" will succeed
sources of
the
show
tempt
to
"E"Thine Alone" a duet from
ileen" featuring Donna Mitchell contemporary band music durand William Thompson. From ing the April 21 chapel pro"Maytime" Martha Kay Parrort gram," comments Mr. Stewart
and Sang Lee will sing "Will Ling, director of the band. "The
You Remember Me," after which influence of folk music, jazz, and
the chorus will present "Look for imitation of styles will be emthe Silver Lining" from "Sally" phasized."
and "Tea for Two" from "No,
Highlighting the program will
Donna Mitchell be two selections by William
No Nanette."
will also offer "Indian Love Latham, a teacher at Iowa State,
Call" from "Rose Marie."
entitled "Brighton Beach March"
and "Nundanket." Other numbers are "Gavotte," by ColumTime slips are due Thursbia's Phillip Lang; "Jubilee," by
day, April 23, 1959. Checks
Clifton William from the Univerwill be ready Thursday,
sity of Texas; and "Motherless
April 30, 1959.
Child," by folk song collector
Elie Siegmeister. Broadway's
Dick Jones, the featured soloStewart Schae-fe- r
and Robert Russel Bennett
ist, will sing "OT Man River"
from "Show Boat," the chorus contribute, respectively, "Auwill present "Mack, the Knife" tumn Beguine" and "Celebrafrom "Three Penny Opera," and tion" to the band's finale.
William Thompson will follow April 23, Unannounced
with "It Ain't Necessarily So" April 24, Senior Chapel
from "Porgy and Bess." "Begin
Rev. Chester Marcus
the Beguine" from "Jubilee" will
Churches Are Do"What
the
conclude the American portion ing
Race Relations" will
About
of the program.
be the topic of the Rev. Chester
Duo Offerings
Marcus, speaker for the Five ColFamiliar songs such as "June lege Conference. As Director of
Is
Bustin'
Out All Over," Racial and Cultural Affairs of
"Younger Than Springtime," and the United Church of Christ in
"I'm Gonna Wash That Man Cleveland, Rev. Marcus has firstRight Out of My Hair" with hand information on the steps
Donna Mitchell as soloist will which the church is taking and
follow. "Fanny," and "I Could should take to help alleviate
Have Danced All Night," fea- this pressing problem.
turing Martha Kay Parrott, will
also be presented as represenIntercQpted Letter
tative songs from the Rodgers
Era.
Also
and Hammerstein
included in this period are Seniors
"Tonight" from the "West Side College of Wooster
Story," "76 Trombones" featur- Dear Group:
ing Dick Jones from "The Music
Our congratulations and our
Man," and "I Like Being a Girl" sympathies!
with Judy Grosjean as soloist.
Wish us luck,
Climaxing the entire program.
Your Successors
Gros-jea-

A

n,

Toy-land-

arran-

ger-composers

Senate Gives Okay
To Frosh

Planners

Approved by the Senate Tuesday night as student members
of the Planning Committee for
the new Religious Education
Building were Molly Faries and
Bill Campbell, both freshmen.
They were appointed by the
Westminster Church Affiliate
Members at the request of the
session of Westminster Church,
who asked that the Senate approve the appointment.
Molly, who hails from Greenville, Pa., is an art student. Bill,
whose home is Stamford, Conn.,
comes from a church that recently completed a building program similar to the one being
undertaken jointly by the College and Westminster Church.
Since the project will be carried
on over a period of years, it
was felt that freshman members
would be best.
COFFEE SHOP
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VOICE?
What are we the 1959-196- 0
We are not the house organ of the administration.
On the other hand, we are not their declared opposition,
loyal or otherwise. In fact, a word of praise for Galpin
is within the realm of possibility.
We are not a publicity sheet for the college Little
Theatre or for any of the choirs. We do try to give fair
and interesting coverage for all campus events.
We do not pretend to be a school or class in journalism. But we do share what knowledge we have and try
to learn together what good journalism means, and to
produce some of it.
We are, quite simply, an instrument of communication between some students and other students, between
and bethe student body and
tween the campus and parents and alumni the general
public. Toward better communication between students,
we can facilitate the transfer of facts and decisions from
Student Senate and WSGA meetings to the student body.
Toward better communication between students and
we can publish comprehensive
reports of SFRC meetings and letters from both students
and professors on problems of common interest. May
we have more letters from the usually silent majority.
Lack of communication is a major problem in the
world, not just at Wooster; so we shall try to extend
our lines of communication beyond the boundaries of
Beall Avenue and Bever Street. Editorially speaking,
and in columns and features, we shall attempt to go
beyond campus concerns, while continuing to be your
faculty-administratio-

r

;

.

faculty-administratio-

fLEM

Friday, April

VOICE
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Campus Farewell Given SoufhwcK
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Registrar Leaves College Servce

III

Chairman of Admission;
Arthur F. Southwick:
Registrar, Assistant Professor of Education, Director
Vocational Guidance and Testing, Coordinator for Wai
inqton Semester . . . such are a few of the titles whic-

c

F'k

tVf

ty

yMM

(f

n,

v--

our present retiring Registrar
has held during his long career
of 32 years with the College.
Between the time of his
graduation from Wooster with
the class of '17 and his return
10 years later, Mr. Southwick
taught at Maryville College, in
high school in Pittsburgh, and
received his M.A. from the University of Pittsburgh in history
and education. In 1927 he became Wooster's Director of Admissions and Appointments and,
although his official title may
have changed often between
that time and 1959, his work,
he said, "has been essentially
the same."
To many of us, the actual
duties of a Registrar are somewhat of a mystery. Mr. Southwick explained that it is his job
to arrange the class final exam
testing schedules; supervise the
recording of grades and transcripts, check on class and course
requirements with students, and
handle teacher placements.

-

THEY'LL

n,

Scots Forum

VOICE.

the Letter Writers:
As the new VOICE staff takes
dynamically
over, all of the old rules and
A tiny Filipino and a famous man
'regulations
life,
the
of
must be brought out
expressed his respect for the American way
spirituSo
honesty
and
your editors would
and aired.
American ideal of freedom, and the
Chapel
from
like
the
in
to remind you of a few
a speech
ality of the average American
rules
for your
platform last week.
But His Excellency, Carlos Romulo, told us something writing. We would like to see
letters.
else. He labeled us world leaders and then reminded more short,
be
'Also,
signed
all
letters
must
us forcefully that our position entailed responsibility and
when they reach the VOICE of-- ;
explained our great need to cultivate friends.
fice on Monday evening. We will
Did we hear what he said? We who worry about
print them under pseudonyms if
our loss of individual freedom in compulsory chapel, such requests accompany the let-

.

.

position as a guidance counsellor. A dean, as one who guides
or teaches others, is indeed to
be commended when she does
not urge her wisdom upon the
student but rather uses her wisdom to guide others to the discovery of their own minds.

j

I

I

letter-to-the-edit-

to-the-poi-

!

class, and church, and miserably fail to meet a goal for
program which sends our reprethe Wooster-in-lndi- a
sentative to cultivate friendship in India . . . did we hear?

Old and tteiu
At the conclusion of National Library Week and
shortly after the announcement of a million dollar gift
for a new Wooster library seems to be an appropriate
time to recognize particularly and to thank Miss Maudie
Nesbitt and her staff for their service rendered in the
face of very crowded conditions.
The library, and therefore the people who run it,
are an integral part of every student's college career.
Some Woosterians may never visit Hygeia or never have
an interview with the Dean of the College, but every
beanie-wearinfreshman and every I. S. bound senior
will trudge up and down the library steps literally thousands of times. The pleasant smiles and the "eager-to-help- "
attitude of all the librarians ease the strain of
searching students.
Much personal attention is available. Students may
get any number of books from other sources upon request. For the I. S. program, Miss Nesbitt purchases, with
faculty approval, materials and books needed by the
juniors and seniors. Nine newspapers and 469 periodical
subscriptions are available. For reference use, the library
obtains scholarly theses on microfilm from the University
Microfilm Library in Michigan and the microfilm edition
of the "New York Times." Another important service is
the job done by the reserve rooms. The librarians also
arrange displays on prominent speakers such as Tillich
and Schleslinger and on subjects of current interest such
as "Moby Dick."
We commend the library staff on their excellent service to the college community, and with them, look to
and plan for the new library.
--
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a-talk-

studsr-an-
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Up and Down
The ROCK
by Gretchen Van

Matre

I'll bet that seniors are
most inarticulate persons
campus right now. Ask therr:
opinionated question, like ".
you think Charles Darwin's rr:
key was an uncle?" then
back, relax, and listen to
most annotated bibliograpfr,
garbled statements in the
guage of Sanscript.
Nonetheless, I.S. blues
technically over for them :
the class of '59 remains to
ithe fact that I.S. can be :
quered. Why must it be
quered? As that great mour:
climber once remarked,
cause it is there."
All that gossip about co:
hensives being important
seniors is plain rubbish.
pass them, you graduate,

--

:

--

t-

::

C. B.

-

with prospective
parents. On the other
intricacies of scheduli-wernot among his favor
activities.
As for future plans, Woo;-is to continue being home '
the Southwicks and also
takeoff for some traveling, "
not around the world," he ad:
with a smile.

:
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.

ing people around campus

!:
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CIVIL RIGHTS

the Editor:
The theme of the approaching
Great Issues Conference is the
ters.
problem of the civil rights of
Thanks for your cooperation. minority groups. We strongly
Hoping to hear from you soon. recommend attendance at the
conference. This is an unusually
Sincerely,
timely issue because even now
The VOICE
the United States is striving to
remove the taint of moral
hypocrisy which the underdeveloped nations of Africa and
A
Asia see in our lack of observWhat a tremendous respon- ance of individual rights.
sibility to be dean of nearly
Present Administration
600 women to foresee the capabilities of these women and to
The Eisenhower Administra-- ;
be willing to guide those who tion has worked hard towards
might need helpful counsel. protecting equal rights for all
Our Dean of Women has well Americans. Definite headway
earned congratulations from the was made in 1957 with the
student body for the dynamic establishment of the Civil Rights
initiative she has unceasingly ex- Commission, the primary achi-- j
hibited in fulfilling her task. She evement of the first civil rights
has not shirked her responsibility legislation in 82 years. This
by withdrawing herself behind Commission of top leaders in
the ivied walls of Galpin which education, religion, law and;
open their heavy wooden port- labor has the power to investi- Rather, she gate and act upon the denial
als only from
has found endless ways to come of voting rights and to secure'
into contact with the students equal protection of the laws for'
on campus.
citizens of any race, color, reli-- j
Jgion or national origin. Under!
Meeting the Students
the supervision of the Eisen- Supreme Court
She is a head resident living
among the senior women and Jmany schools are being inte-- '
conferring when necessary with (grated for the first time in the
other dormitory residents. She history of the country. Seating
has come to house meetings in on public transportation is be- all of the women's dorms. She coming increasingly integrated,
takes her meals in the dining and the armed forces have been
hall with students. She is present completely integrated. This has
in a majority of reception lines essentially been accomplished in
at social functions, to greet stu- the last six years.
dents. She advises the WSGA
More to Come
and attends all of its meetings.
But
these accomplishments
Student-Facult- y
Relations
are not to be the end. We Republicans will continue to fight
Interested in student-facultfor civil rights for all Americans
is
mema
relations, Mrs. Golder
in spite of men like James East
ber of SFRC. Seldom does her land, Orval Faubus, Lindsay Alchapel
during
seat remain empty
mond and Lyndon Johnson who
programs. To attain personal try to thwart effective
legislafreshmen,
she
contact with the
tion. Unfortunately these men
instructs a liberal studies section. control
their party in spite of
And, of utmost importance, she
the press releases of the ambiis available to meet privately
tious, millionaire boy from Maswith any student. Having many
sachusetts. The rights of Ameridiversified interests, Mrs. Golder
cans dare not be taken so
is a good conversationalist, able
lightly as these politically motito discuss anything from the
vated men manipulate them. We
aesthetic charm of New England Republicans
stand solidly for the
to her fascinating experiences in
protection of the rights of every
London.
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Arthur

I

F.

if you

filunk

.

.

I there were more
situations

in

.1 modern world.

.

Would
yes an:

our complc

But to return to I.S. or:
relation to the senior, :
classmen might be interes';:
know that annually after
end of the world comes,
April 13), seniors begin tor;
The process of such act':'
marked by a two week reor

Southwick

i--

;

He must also check College
Board exams and other tests for
high school students and administer the English and OSU
tests to the College freshmen.
During the war when the Navy tion and
can-:- :
units were at Wooster from which seeks to revitalized;
1943-46- ,
he helped process thedraggled nerve sysfem k.
nmnpmir rprnrrl: nf mAmrtAr: of!
ample, an apropos sir.:
the Navy teaching and training concerning such a proposi':
re-evaluati-

TRIBUTE

on

:

S
C

h
v
P

its p
tionc

programs and schedule classes the attempt to assume n: tunit
unde
activities such as sleeping
peop
Which of his varied duties has ing, thinking, and living.
he enjoyed most? Without much
Muscles, which have c sPn
hesitation, Mr. Southwick de- accustomed to a single ' lnterc
manr
'
cided on his work in admissions: (refer to appendix),
Frc
the high school visiting, show- - taught to adjust to the a::
of said habit. Nonetheless,' the
ever, therefore: nerve er; home
which have taught muscle home
ings (such as the seat) to' are c
tain an attitude of tolera": avera
wards sitting on a chc in I.C
twelve hours straight, rr.; receiv.
constitute the synapse in
Wooster women got in on nition of the sudden
the present "phone-bootstuff- back to standing up (in
ing" craze Monday night when zontal position of relaxat-- '
10 Compton girls piled pyramid-fashioNoted, distinguished,
into the third floor well known individuals,
The
booth, intent on breaking the have kept their wits a boo' was a
present record of 36 men, as set when all was else was o: certificc
recently in California.
(see Kipling), recommen: sity
doctors
try; professors o" Tourna,
Amid ringing telephones,
eight
cheering spectators, and blink- new students begin
anticipa'-' at Miar
themselves
in
ing flashbulbs, the girls struggled. When piling out to take that great Day of reckon' sity of
in the f
a break, they discovered one of sential principles are CI
a
unar
the bottom members near faint- 23 hour day, (2) don't.
cision
c
ing stage and too shy to report
"Burning the midnigh'
By
her condition. With haste a a time worn phrase. Aidhalf was called to the project, son and this staae of the topped
gain thi
and the crowd was dispersed, who can be original?
the record still unbroken.
students burning their the char
scented candles at botr senting
Henceforth, the fairer sex the air smells
of singed flere Ca
will perhaps leave the
broiled brain. Admitted!' and Larr
to their sturdier male
freshmen are not exem? Caldwell
friends.
They have four Sup,
activities
studies, while sophomore certificate
gulp their last breaths1''
A robin and her four eggs
dom, and juniors finish
have temporarily disrupted fire papers which are ouls' LQITf
drills at Hoover Cottage.
(the term connotes r' w
Hoover occupants noticed a ished"). Let us not to':' er Xf0"
nest on their fire escape recently professors either. They,rOanforth '
containing four eggs. The girls income tax reports r r' Jents by
reported the situation to their trying to cheat their jon
housemother, Mrs. Steiner, who (see U. S. Government)citizen. We invite all
histoi
Guidance
Americans to join us in this ef- talked to Mrs. Golder about the
As Flotsom Jetsom 'a., Bruce
problem. The Dean of Women eloquently in his book '1500 a y
It is a remarkable
woman fort.
gave the dormitory permission "All days must end, oll'Jition an
The Executive Committee of
who is willing to devote herself
to disband fire drills until the change,
all rivers flow, chool.
in so many ways to fulfilling her
the Young Republican Club eggs hatch.
the heck."
)
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Telephone Booth,
Bird's Nest Show
Signs Of Spring
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Scots Aid Village Projects
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furnishing the boys an
:
environment which will not condemn them for their mistakes
nor demand anything of them,
and providing for
unity, an allaying factor in section and club dissention.

two-fold-

on-camp-
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Organized in 1946, Boys
financed
project,
is a state
mainly by individual donations,
and administered by trained
Vil-laa-
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The large staff of psychologists and psychiatrists devote a
vast amount of time in individ
ual counseling with the boys,

j

far-reachin-

Martha
Cicerello helps a boy with
his studies as one of the
volunteers in the tutoring

Telax

tion

is

SESSION

program.
the

be-Fo-

r

psychologists and psychiatrists.
Its purpose is to provide educational and recreational opportunities, as well as the love and
interested
o f
understanding
people who aid in building responsible, mature men able to
interact in a socially acceptable
manner.
From 12 to 17 vears of age,
the boys come from broken
homes, orphanages, detention
homes, and juvenile courts. They
are all of average or above
average mental ability, ranging
in I.Q. from 89 to 124,
are
received to the Village with a
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Wooster students directing these
projects are Lewis Bishop, Julie
Johnston, and Nancy Stump
tutoring, Carlisle Dick and Susan
Tse
dancing, Nancy Boone
ceramics, Bob Browning and
Maggie Mason art, Al Boyd
singing, Joe Avignone guitar
lessons, Buz Price hiking, and
Chuck

Wright

Livermore

and

Pete

photography.

The sports program, coordinated by Bill Longsworth and Ed
Dinaman. involves sports for
each season, and includes par- ticiDation in eaaue competition.
Most recently formed is the Col
lege Club, using students Oeorge
Aberth, Bob Browning, Bill
,
Jerry Collins, Reed
Ryan,
John
Cash Register,
and Ron Taylor. These serve as
big brothers to Village residents,
often inviting them to college
functions, and acting as a source
of identity for the boys.
Bush-fiel-

j

d,

Grun-den-

Aid Needed
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editor-in-chie- f,
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20 Years Ago This Week, 1939:
Did you ever stop to think that it's all Greek to Miss New-

man, too?
10 Years Ago This Week, 1949:
World News: A Western German Constitutional convention
hit further snags in its attempt to satisfy both Germany and the
Allies. The big issue is over decentralization vs. strong central
government; the former is advocated by the Allies, but many
elements in the Convention have refused to agree.

YOU A CLUE!

AD

6.

.r-- ,

Mathematics is your poorest subject, yet you are
fascinated by the idea of being an atomic physicist.
Would you "(a) try to overcome your difficulties
with math? (b) pick an easier occupation? (c)
ask yourself if it's physics you like or its glamour?

A

Your roommate is a nice person, but suddenly
takes to asserting an ability to foretell the future.
Would you (a) notify the authorities? (b) ignore
the whole thing? (c) give him tests to prove to
him he's wrong?

A

the maxim "It's a long lane that
has no turning is (A) a complete non sequiturr
fact? (c) an allusion to a com(b) a well-knomon phenomenon?

A

you rather have as a birthday present (a)
something expensive? (b) something
(c) something beautiful?

A

7. Do you believe

p

wn

8. Would

long-lastin-

In choosing a filter cigarette, would you
pick one that (a) claims it filters best?
(b) merely says it tastes good? (c)
gives you a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste?

x.

k

...

THIS TEST WILL GIVE

Danforth Scholar
Vernon Bruce Rigdon, Wooster '58, has been chosen a 1959
Danforth Fellow out of 800 students by the Danforth Foundation in St. Louis, Missouri.
A history major from Oxford,
Pa., Bruce will receive up to
$1500 a year in addition to all
tuition and fees in graduate
school.

il

50 Years Ago This Week, 1909:
wrote
When a member of the staff, not the
that pathetic and perhaps ironical plea for the preservation of
we scarcely knew how the average
the grass of the campus
we
reader would view the article. We do not really care
only hope that everybody will keep off the grass for the sake of
the campus itself.
40 Years Ago This Week, 1919:
In regard to Bolshevikism, Mr. James gave a very clear explanation of this little understood frenzy which has seized Europe.
Bolshevikism, he says, means in Russia a man who wants more
than he has.
30 Years Ago This Veek, 1929:
The reason why some of our field event men are not dash
Bees
stars was plainly visible to anyone who watched their efforts to
in their race against time Saturday.
From the confidential files of pace the relay team
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you think for yourself!
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The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows

&
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CD

If
Familiar
pack or

checked (B)

. . .

CD

B

in three out of the
first four questions, and (C) in four out of
the last five

B

crj

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself . . . you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.

If you have

b
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The most powerful autobiography published in years! Mary
Haworth calls it "my most thrilling experience with reference
work in my life." Read the heart
rending love letters of Nathaniel
Hawthorne to his beloved. Feel
the tension as daring George
Ripley and his beautiful wife
tried desperately to hold together the farm! Thrill to the
spectacular tire which threatened
their very existence! Romance!
Excitement! There can be only
one "Brook Farm!"

I

1

?

W

70 Years Ago This Week, 1889:
The roll of monitors is no longer called at Chapel. The
VOICE first fulminated against this custom some three months
ago. The Faculty was slow in acting on the matter, but it has
come, or rather gone, at last.
'60 Years Ago This Week, 1899:
The dormitory bulldog killed a gray and white cat belonging to Dr. Bennett last Thursday. Nasty dog; poor cat.

You have taken your date to dinner and find you
haven't money to tip the waiter as well as take
your date home. Would you (a) ignore the waiter?
(b) take him aside and tell him you'll tip him next
day? (c) tip him and walk your date home?
?

4k

by Berne Smith
1.4.4.4.44. 4. 4.4.

One big problem with which
the Boys Village staff is faced Dr. Von Frisch, secrets long unis that of finding a source for
known to man, now revealed
an adequate program during the with every shocking detail just
three month interim when the as the Doctor found it! The uncolleae is not in session. Com known society! Spine-tinglin- g
munity projects, though off to ritual dances! Mysterious lana slow start, are gradually be- guage! An exotic queen and
ing effected in such areas as thousands of subjects at her
radio and archery clubs, and a very command! Unbelievable but
true! "Bees!"
soap box derby.

1

,4

j

Brook Farm

CD

one team point,

!j

WJL

5

some type but that it would
have to insure the validity of
the academic grading system. "I
believe some action towards an
honor system could be taken by
the start of school in September," he commented.
After the witnesses had been
examined, the committee debated the resolution, but degided
that the bill needed revision.
They voted to refer it to committee for additional work so
the bill could be reconsidered
at a later date.

asRj

f

2

T

d

Would you rather have the characteristics of (a)
U.S. Grant? (b) Thomas Edison? (c) J. P. Morgan?

Kenyon
topped the Wooster team to
gain the spot opposite Pitt in
the championship round. Representing Wooster at this event
were Carol Stein, a sophomore,
and Larry Caldwell, a freshman.
Caldwell was awarded one of
four Superior Individual Debater
certificates for his 79 points.
By

more activities

2.' You are making a speech and suddenly find you
have a large hole in your clothes. Would you (a)
excuse yourself and leave? (b) pretend you didn't
know the hole was there and finish the speech?
(c) cover up the hole with a handkerchief?

Tournament on April 13. With
eight visiting teams competing
at Miami University, the University of Pittsburgh was unbeaten
in the first four rounds and won
a unanimous final round decision over Kenyon College.

attemf

;

in

If vour parents exhibited "baby pictures" of you
to a tnena, wouia you oe a) emuanasscu; oi
merely interested in your friend's reaction? (c)
just plain annoyed?

Debate Team
was awarded a Superior Team
certificate at the Miami University
Sesquicentennial
Debate
The

agitata

s

The Republic of Plato
Thrill to the stunning dialectic
of Socrates "The Wise" straight
from the uninhibited pen of
Plato! Hailed by the "Times" as
the answer to Perry Mason, and
acclaimed by thousands, it is
chapters of ac
XL
tion and counteraction with
sparkling narrative a s only
Plato would dare to write it! On
list for years, read
the best-selle- r
this shocking expose of the life
and adventures of a sophist.
The book of the century and a
surprise ending unequaled by
O. Henry! Next only to "True
Confessions of a Platonic" It's
"The Republic of Plato!"

s

Do You Think for

Meet

In Miami

the'

3out

g.

Debaters Engage

'r;

iUWUkJ

The program includes activities six evenings each week.

seeking to aid them in an adequate understanding of their
problems, themselves, and their
relationships to other people.
Variety Possible
Wooster's role in this process
Accord-- i
is indeed
ing to Mr. George Benbow, recreational director, "Without the
Wooster students, many of the
activities at Boys Village would
not be possible." In expressing
his deep appreciation to the
students he added that witnour
them the activities would be
to perhaps one per
limited
night an activity in which Mr.
Benbow himself could participate. With 150 to 200 students
working in a wide variety of
areas, more boys can partici- -

j

STUDY

pate
often.

e

n;

i

rft. h

jR,i&.

THE

definite view toward complete
rehabilitation.
Boys Village itself is composed of four cottages, each
with individual cottage parents,
and includes also an industrial
school and workshop. Many of
the Jo boys who are now residents of Boys Village attend
schools in the Wooster, Smith-villand Shreve areas. They
were placed in these respective
school systems according to the
size school to which they had
been accustomed. Newcomers
to the Village attend the industrial school until able to adjust
effectively to the public schools.

d

(e.c

SHsJk

SWING Coeds Marlyn Hartzell, Carolyn Childs,
Martha Cicerello, and Julie Buss exchange dancing pointers
with Boys Village residents during the weekly dance session.
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Larry Wear gave a brief ac
count of the history of the
examination system at Wooster.
Representatives then quizzed
him about the work of his committee, his views on types of
honor systems and their advan-taaeover the present system.
"The principal difference under
an honor system would be that
the responsibility for honesty in
examinations and its enforcement would be shifted from the
professor to the student," he
stated.

i

the
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Sponsored by the SCA, the
Wooster program is coordinated
who
by junior Bob Browning
asserts the Wooster purpose is

an

I

g

women.
on

people really interested in them.
decided that this could easily
be taken care of by writing an
advertisement for them just like
the ones written for the modern
paperback. What could be more
appealing? The three books
chose were Plato's "Republic,"
"Brook Farm," and "Bees."

center.

photography instruction,
sons,
'sports,
these students are
and
service in the re
of
development ot the boys, providing them with a great variety
inof projects to meet their
dividual interests, as well as a
clean-cut- ,
sense of identity with
and
men
young

the

J

While attempting a reference gressional Club
Two witnesses, Larry Wear, a member of the Student
paper on the techniques of modcame across Senate honor system committee,
ern advertising,
Questioned extensively about
an angle that could be used in and Dean Taeusch, representing the position of the administra
administration and faculty, tion and asked tor personal obMost of the the
Liberal Studies.
gave testimony on the present servations on the outlook of the
books that are read, while they examination system and the pos
faculty, Dean Taeusch said that
fulfill their purpose, lack the sible alternative which might be
the faculty and administration
color and excitement to get used.
would favor an honor system of

Working in such areas as tutoring, dancing, ceramics and
art, singing, hiking, guitar les-

well-adjuste-

an academic honor system in the
Commonwealth of Wooster was investigated by the ConThe possibility of

dave datiner

industry, nearly 200 members of the Wooster student
body have been perform ing
work of real service to the comperhaps unbeknown to
munity
the present readers.
of
many
This group is composed of those
students who weekly donate
time and energy to the activities
reof the Boys Village, local

far-reachin-

Honor Committee Tables Resolution,
Refers It For Future Consideration

JuST As wRltteN

Quietly, but with effective

habilitation
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Williamson Tobacco Corp.

J
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

Friday, April

VOICE

sssinr

Dan ii er Describes Dilemma,
The Tale Of His Crazy Auto

Before it's grown,

had to give up one
came to college
When
can remember
nf mv mnst nrized rDossessions mv, car.
that car almost as if it were here now almost, There
was no other car quite like it, thank goodness.

The grass is sown;
Let's not kill it

I

My car had several distinctive
qualities about it which maae
it easy to distinguish. On the
outside there was the
and unforgivable color.
Due to an accident, two of the
doors opened out, one opened
in, and one just revolved. On
the inside, besides the chorus of
rattles, squeaks, and assorted
chugs from the engine, easily
noticed was the motionless
speedometer.

end, figuring the slant would
make it roll backwards.
tried,
No matter how hard
my improvements met with little
tried to
success. Once
couldn't
my car, but
find any chrome my car was
even tried wiring it
rust red.
for A.C. current. By some trick
almost went
but
it worked,
broke on extensions. Then, of
course, there was my Isetta-typsteering wheel. You see, it was
The radio used to bother me tied onto the door, and every
because it didn't work, but
time you opened the door, it
handed fell out. This meant didn't steer
solved the problem.
out choir sheets as everyone got my car
aimed it.
in. The broken speedometer worrealized
ried me too until
Students and faculty who
didn't have to worry about
would like an LP recording
couldn't
speeding anymore;
of the Brahms REQUIEM as
tell how fast was going. Since
performed here April 3 may
mileage
if didn't indicate gas
sign the list in Merz Hall.
either, it stopped the gas station
Price $3.00 each.
attendants from asking me how
many gallons got to the mile.
decided that my car lacked
The mechanism of my car
tried a new type of
so
pep,
Every
was extremely intricate.
It
last piece was in perfect condi- ethyl alcohol, Old Grandad.
for
except
showed
improvement
wreck,
it
was a
tion. Put together
but every single piece was in an occasional knock which
perfect shape. The car ran on presumed to be a hiccup. was
fuel injection the only one around with a fuel
a
Mixmaster engine with a Necci gauge that read from 3.2 to 90
transmission. (I called it that be- proof.
realize that my car wasn't
cause it cost me five stitches.)
also realize it was
It had four forward gears: first, the best.
second, third, and stall. Besides stretching the point to call it
these had two powerful gears a car. But the memory of "Crazy
even if
in neutral. Unfortunately lacked Auto" is still with me
a reverse, so lowered the back "Crazy Auto" isn't.
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superlatives!
Our casual cotton
all with
and
quality,
in
superb
Tops in styling,
colors.
Sizes
New
'n
spring
fabulous "wash
wear".
S, M,
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$2.99
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XL.

L,

$4.95
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qualiChoose dress shirts with the same easy-carcollar stays. Regular or French cuff
ties. Sewn-iwithout ironing. Really "careshirts that drip-drfree" good grooming.
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Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
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Robert B. Meyner

I

I

I

by Al Klyberg

few months ago any:
perusing the editorial page
the "Akron
February 15 most likely i:
an article written by John
Knight, the editor and head
the Knight newspaper ch:
This article compared the cc: c
t
bilities of Gov. G. Mennen
e
liams of Michigan and
Robert B. Meyner of New
l(
sey. It said:
b
"Gov. G. Mennen Williair; rr
Michigan and Gov. Robert :: C(
ner of New Jersey are both r:
as 'liberals' by the American;
Democratic Action . . . but, fr
hi
a tiscai conservative,
presented a balanced budge- di
A

I

I

Wear Shirts
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I

invite
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I

I

knit shirts

I
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This is the first of two arii
on Governor Robert Meyner
New Jersey. The reporter, 8 ,
live of the state, received his
formation through corresponds

I

unmis-takeabl- e

Wonderful Wash 'n

I''
I

I

I

Meyner

Balances Budget,
Seeks Election?

by Dave Danner

THE SAD BLADE

f

Jersey's

17, l;r

G

Frosh To Direct

Heart Campaign
Priscilla Gardner, College of
Wooster freshman from Batavia,

8--

Moa Yorlc hoc hppn nnmeH liai- son officer between the Heart

,

Association and the College. In
this capacity she will serve on
the Board of Trustees of the
Wnvn
Countv Heart Associa-- !
tion, whose meetings she will
attend monthly. Miss Gardner
will also act as 1960 Wooster
Heart Campaign Chairman.
The 1959 College Heart fund
was directed b y
campaign
sophomore Genie Bishop of Upper Montclair, N.J., and freshman Bob Gay of Kansas City,
Mo. Under their leadership 26
Woosterians raised over $500
for thp Wovnp Countv Heart As
sociation. They covered the north
side of Wooster on Heart Sunday.
Contributions to the Heart Association are used for research
programs on heart disease. At
the March meeting of the County
Association it was voted to contribute $50 to defray part of the
expense of laboratory fees for a
Wayne county girl who is to
u
rvicvc
unueiyu mcuii suiLjeiy
land this spring.
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Williams of Michigan can't
current bills without ad,:
tax payments from industry
"As Michigan's financial
is clouding Williams' pres
tial ambitions, Arthur
'New York Times'
Meyner's accomplish
might win him one of the
blue ribbons in the
of 1960."
This comment by Mr.
typical of the notices
mention that Robert B. A';
has received since his res:
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1957. His name has upper Co
numerous opinion polls c thea
scores of magazine o; closi
throughout the nation. Yet' be c
people, perhaps too mar,
88
asking, "Who is Robert A': Ford,
What has he done? Whatc Woosi
on national and
views
vl
J irs?
national T affairs?
4r?7
Robert Baumle Meyne:
born on July 3, 1908 in E:le:
Pennsylvania, the son of a :' i'qo
fixer in the silk industry. :ibitz
ing Lafayette College, .'; ime:
majored in government ar: "j
and continued his law s',me:
Dr. Atlee L. Stroup, Chairman after graduation at Ccof the Department of Sociology,
Law School. F:?an Is
is
with Paul Glasser, admitted to the New Je':: "220
of the Graduate School of Social in 1934.
lildebrc
Work of the University of MichIn 1948 Robert Meyne
igan, of an article appearing in elected State Senator fro- - er (wj
the February issue of "Marriage ren County. He served cian (T).
and Family Living," a profes- minority leader at Trer: low
sional journal of Social Science. 1950, and in November o: r;de w
The article is entitled "The Orien- campaigning against a rne- 2i
pqle
tation and Focus of Marriage dent machine, was elecfe.'veen j,
Counseling."
be
ernor of New Jersey,
In the article the authors at- Democratic Governor since
H''!
tempt to clarify the role and His first administratis Tie be
;;ght: 5
function of the marriage coun- characterized
by a
sOT
selor in relation to Social Work,
a
Clinical Psychology, and Psy- tion of state agencies, :ce'
47
chiatry. The authors
have fresh approach to state discus
pointed out that marriage coun- lems.
mnrt
seling, as a relatively new proEarly in 957 Govern:
fession, must develop a more ner was married to
?). 3
clear-cut- ,
theoretical framework Day Stevenson, the dot; ice: 20
to which practice can be related. the Oberlin College P'; javelin
Focus on Partner Relationship
r- - '"V
ce: I6
governor. MaE
was
It is suggested that marriage
election was an upset, ming,
or
counseling deals ond n InnHqlirlp Mevner osfer. T
primarily with the conscious
emir:;
fr
iiwiii
r
eveis or personality, and that trounced hisuuisiuc
opponent
the focus should be essentially ing 19 of
the 21 coun!;,
upon the relationship between a 200,000
vote plural'' jme
tne two partners concerned, of his
victories occurred :
Sc
Psychotherapy ,s considered to year after the Republic:
be distinct, thouah re nted to '
'as
r nt
,awcui nit: iiuic i" aten ir
marriage counseling, with the elections
emphasis on the deeper levels
Under' the administr- the
ndv rr
,3UMUmyRobert Meyner,'
,.
,i
'
m
a.oenior
r,r,r,
""'"'"a ji iy many reaa aspnait now span
at a national meeting of the 'allowing the once c:. 'io Con
vmencan Association of Mar- - interstate traffic from r; eated
intercc
fic
.t.
riaae Counspl nrc rAnciarrtl
-- vmmgicu iu uiiu n
reiiiibyivuinu iwn - n
be definitive and somewhat con- - and quickly. Drivers h:cot its
troversial, the editors saw fit in New Jersey lose their K f
to follow the article
comments of the three discus
:i rne pi
iiicic iiu) uccn
sants
duction in highway fa'5 re was
ing
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English: HILLTOP HASH HOUSE
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Thinklish translation: This diner
perched on a mountain peak, which
makes it a crestaurant! The view is tops
but from there on, things go downhill.
A typical meal includes a puny melon
(scantaloupe) and your choice of sandwiches (shambursers or rankfurters) . It's
all served up, naturally, on
dishes (crackery). Best course to take:
light up a Lucky . . . enjoy the honest
taste of fine tobacco. There's no tip
at the end!
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Thinklish;

WITCH WATCH
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Thinklish; STORKESTRA
LLAN

BISHOP.
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Take a word amplifier, for example. With it, you can make a wet
microphone damplifier), a torch singer's mike (vamplificr), a boxing-rinloudspeaker (champlifier) or a P.A. system in an army post (camplifier) .
That's Thinklish and it's that easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish
words judged best your check is itching to go! Send your words to Lucky
Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address,
college or university and class.
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Get the genuine article
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Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY SYR
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Public Square

Wooster's Largest Card Shop
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WOOSTER VOICE

Scots Take First In Track Triangular;
Host To Oberlin In
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Box Score
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Diamondmen Top
Scots Schedule! Lords n Opener

Stadium Tomorrow
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Kenyon (0)
Brown, 2b
s
Roche,
Strong pitching by Tom Mc- - Holmes, ss-lb
Conihe and Bill Ashworth paved Whiteman,
Blake, c
the way as the Scots opened Troike, If
their 1959 diamond season with Niemeyer, rf

4--- I-

t-

cf-s-

p

Coach Carl B. Munson took his trackmen to Slippery
Saturday, April 18:
Rock, Pa., last Saturday to launch the 1959 outdoor cam1:00 GOLF vs. DENISON
paign. In the triangular meet against the host school
2:00
Baseball at Wittenberg
a
verdict over Kenyon last
Scots finished on top' with 79V;
the
and Thiel College,
2:00
Tennis
at Kenyon
P,-l- .
In the hitting departFriday.

b-Wisn-

4-- 0
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Olippeiy

DOinrs.
,
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while Thiel
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A

was far back with

collared eight out of
with freshman Stu Pat-

The Scots
16 firsts,

the way with
was the winner
in both the 100 and 220 yard
clashes and the broad jump. Stu
also helped the 880 yard relay
team to a second and personally
ended up with 1534 paints.
Craig Taylor, with a 20 yard
lead at the end of three laps,
breezed home easily to take the
mile run and, a short while later,
came back to finish first in the
880 yard run. The only other
Scot runner to take a first was
freshman Mike McBride in the

terson showing
three. Patterson

McBride, a prohigh hurdles.
duct of Lima, also came in second in the low hurdles.

Near Record
In the field events, Roger
with a heave of 47 feet
2'2 inches in the shot put,
Ram-seye-

r,

missed the school record by less
than one inch. Big Lu Wims took
the last Scot first, that being in
the discus.
Since the meet was held outside of Ohio, where it is illegal
by state law, a javelin throw
Slippery Rock
was included.
picked up eight of their points
in this event.

The Scots open their home
schedule
and Ohio Conference

tomorrow against rival Oberlin.
Coach Munson's squad lost to
the Yeomen last spring in a
close meet at Oberlin and will
be out to avenge this tomorrow.
Rock
Slippery
(Ford, Albitz, Hildebrand,
MahafFey); 2.
Wooster. Time: 1:32.
MILE RUN
Taylor W; 2. Geiger (W);
3. Swanson T; 4. Sutton
SR. Time:
4:37.
SR); 2.
DASH
Hildebrand
Harley (W); 3. Fleming (SR; 4. Mahaffey
SRI. Time: 52.
DASH
(W);
2.
Patterson
Albitz SR); 3. Konnert (W); 4. Miller (SR.
880-YAR-

RELAY

D

440-YAR-

D

100-YAR-

D

Time: 10.1.

McBride W; 2. Albitz SR); 3. Frank (W); 4. Myers (W.
Time: 16.3.
RUN
Taylor (W); 2. Hoffman (SR); 3. Houck
T); 4. Yates (SR).
Time: 2:03.3.
W);
DASH
2.
Patterson
Hildebrand (SR); 3. Miller (SR); 4. Wohlr-ma- n
(T). Time:
22.6.
RUN
Mooney (SR); 2. Geiger W); 3. Pierzynski (SR); 4. Heine-ma- n
(T). Time:
0:1 2.
LOW
HURDLES
Albitz (SR); 2. McBride (W); 3. Yates (SR); 4. Myers (W).
Time- 25.7.
POLE VAULT
Esser (SR); 2. Tie between Jessel (SR) and Konnert (W); 4.
Tie between Frank (W)
and Simonsen
iSR). Height: 1 1 ft. 9 in.
HIGH JUMP
Albitz (SR); 2. Frank (W);
3. Tie between Hurley (T) and Liske (W).
Height: 5 ft. 9 in.
SHOT PUT
Ramseyer (W); 2. Scafurs
IT); 3. Wims
W); 4. Plummer (SR). Distance: 47 ft. 2y: in.
DISCUS
Wims (W); 2. Smith (T; 3.
Konnert (W); 4. Ramseyer (W. Distance:
HIGH

830-YAR-

HURDLES

D

220-YAR-

2:00

rignT
.-l.-

TRACK vs. OBERLIN

Sailors Prepare
For Own RegaHa

Wednesday, April 22:

Since last fall when the Wooster Sailing Club pulled its nine
boats on shore for winter repairs, it has not been inactive
as might be supposed. At the
start of the new semester the
Scot Sailors resumed their weekly
meetings and activities.
On the last weekend in February some representatives of
the club went to Indiana University for the annual Midwestern
Collegiate Sailing Association
meeting, at which the coming
spring and fall regatta dates
were decided. Among the
schools the Scots will be competing against this year are
Xavier, Ohio State, Ohio
and Oberlin. On April
25 and 26 the Club will be host
to five schools for a five school
regatta on Charles Mill Lake.
Dry Land Classes
For three weeks prior to spring
special dry
vacation,
land
classes followed the regular
business meetings of the Club.
Two classes were conducted
simultaneously: one on the fundamentals of sailing, led by
George Griswold; and one on
racing techniques, led by Harry
Carlson.
It was decided at these provocation meetings to hold
eliminations after vacation,
to determine the best club skipper and to keep the racing skippers in condition for intercollegiate competition. The first of
these eliminations was held last
Saturday, in spite of somewhat
cold and unfavorable conditions.
George Griswold was the first
winner, with Kathy Turner crew- ing for him. On this same day
the Sailors held a Faculty Sailing Day, to which all the faculty
were invited. Those who came,
although a little cold and wet,
said they enjoyed themselves.

Friday, April 24:
:00 Golf at Hiram
3:00 Track at Otterbein

Wes-leya-

intra-clu-

:00
2:00
3:30

GOLF vs. O. WESLEYAN
TENNIS vs. MT. UNION

1

n,

b

Baseball at Oberlin

1

Netmen Trip Tigers
For Inaugural Win
Last Saturday afternoon, the
Wooster tennis team traveled to
Springfield
and defeated the
Wittenberg squad 5 to 4. The
match was the first of the season for Coach Jim Ewers' squad.
Ron Rolley and Fred Hess,
Wooster's first and second singles player's, respectively, were
defeated by their Tiger opponents. Russ Galloway put Wooster into the scoring column by
Fred Takesh,
winning
in the fourth singles, was defeated, but Chuck Nason and
Chris Hines both won their
matches to tie the score at
6--

6--

2,

2.

3-a-

ll.

Rally Successful
Wooster jumped into the lead
as Galloway and Hess took the
Then Mel
first doubles,
Orwig and Rolley teamed to win
the second doubles in three sets,
Hines and Nason
6--

1--

8--

6,

6--

6,

6--

4,

1.

3.

E
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0
0
0
0
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0
0
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0
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4
4
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0
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In Volleyball
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9
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0
0
0
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0 2
0 0
0
2
0 1
0
2 24 12

0
0

10

0

A

E

H

PO

0
1

2

13 10130
0
0
2

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

2

2

1112

3

100

1

0

E

11

2
0
0

2
3

A
4
0

12

0
0
0
0
0

10
30 0
AB
5

Third Clinches Tie

PO
2
3

0
0

100

0

0

1

10 12
0 0 0

1

0
0
0

1

1
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Beating Seventh

Third Section virtually clinched
the intramural volleyball championship last Tuesday when they
rallied to down a strong Seventh
and 15-squad,
With Koorosh Samii and Dave
Swanson setting up spikers John
Haynes and Bill Pindar perfectly,
the Rabbis were unstoppable in
the third and deciding game.
Third's record of five wins
against no losses assures them
s
of a tie for first place. Only
Eighth stood in the way for
the Rabbis, and that game was
played last night too late for
this edition.
11-1-

15-1-

5,

'42

15

left-cent-

Wooster.

Mohaffey,
Time:

Hildebrand);

2.

Roane finally tired in the
seventh and the Swigartmen
pounded him for three insurance
runs. Dan Thomas walked, Den- nison tripled deep to left, Whit
aker singled in Dennison, and
Dale Weygandt brought in Whitaker with a long double to left- center. The Scots now led
and it stayed that way to the
end.
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6--

4--

1,

Webb
W. Webb

6--

6--

6,

8--

3,

0,

6--

2,

6--

0,

Come In and Ask About Details
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Betilati Eechtel Shop
PUBLIC SQUARE

;

"FASHIONS OF DISTINCTION"

Wi)

,

Hines (W) defeated

6;

6--

6--

0,

4.

Doubles
Hess-Gallowa-

W)

y

(Wi)

defeated

6--

6--

4,

Beard-W- .

Bichsel-R-

6-- 3;

.

(W)

defeated
Rolley-Orwi-

1;

Beach-Imhof-

Webb (Wi)
Webb (Wi) defeated

6--

1--

4,

6--

f

WOOSTER

(W)

g

6,

8--

6,

Na-son-Hin-

es

THEATRE

mm.

t

iffy Jhtn-

4.0
1-0

4-0

4-0

86

Trier

84

Testa
Boshard

80
86

Budd

Miller
Zufall
Beveridge
Shriver
Hilgert
Robertson

Wooster
86 0.0
88
1.0
90 0.0
80 3.0

Friday, April 17
thru April 23

81

88

0.0
0.0

Free Delivery
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AT ITS BEST!
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Take the "Cake as fast as you
can The big T, held by a
!

tiny elasticized strap

.

. .

rising from the lithe and lean

Umbenhauer Living Sound Machines
and Records Now on Display

tapered toe. All in softest
kid

. , .

with a mere sliver of

a heel.

$8.95
Black or White

RECORD SHOP
151

MONDAY thru SATURDAY

Mja

Freedlander's

"RIO BRAVO"
Starring
John Wayne and Dean Martin

$2.79

West Liberty Street
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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81
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84
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The Scot golfers journeyed to
Kent last Saturday and were
beaten in their first outing 20-by the Kent Staters on Kent's

windy,
golf links.
Senior Tom Miller, defending
Ohio Conference medalist, was
defeated for the third time in
his intercollegiate career, which
:
Ic
.i
" nb rourrn
year.
Scot freshman Dave Shriver
tied Kent's Bill Boshard for medalist honors. Each had an 80
over the par 72 course. Shriver's
score was good for three of the
four Scot points, the other being picked up by Bill Zufall.
Looking ohead,- - Coach Phil
Snipe's linksmen will be hosts to
Denison tomorrow and Ohio
Wesleyan next Wednesday.

3

2

2;

R.

All Reduced

I

3

;

7- -

NEW SHIPMENT of LP
HI-F-

3

2

1.000
.833
.667
.500
.500
.333
.167
.000

A GAY GIBSON DRESS

'

OF BOS

Kent Golfers Top
Shipemen At Kent

3

1

CONTEST

OUR GAY GIBSON EXCITING

i

SAWWR

3:32.1.

0

Don't Forget fo Enter

er

BROAD

rleming,

6
5
4

In

ft.

10 in.
JUMP
Patterson (W); 2. Albirz
ISR): 3. Rickett (W);
4. Frank (W). Distance: 20 ft. 534 in.
JAVELIN
Plummer (SR); 2. Philips (T);
3. McClurkin (SR); 4. Katusin (SR). Distance: 165 ft. 10 in.
MILE
RELAY
Slippery Rock (Yates,

4.

STANDINGS

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
2-80-

3,

win-les-

-

Phone

Loop

I

BULLETIN

1

H

0 0 0 0
2
0
0 0 0
Ashworth, p
31
Totals
4 9 27 10 2
a Struck out for McConihe in fifth,
b Struck out for Niemeyer in ninth.
Kenyon
000 000 000 0
Wooster
000 001 30x 4
RBI
Weygandt,
Dennison, Whitaker,
3B
Miller; 2B Weygandt;
Dennison; Third
SB
Thombs, Miller; SF Miller; LOB
Sixth
Kenyon 7, Wooster 9.
H
R ER SO BB Seventh
IP
8
6 23
4 4 3 5 Second
Roane (L)
1
Holmes
13 1 0 0 0 0 Fifth
5
0 0 0 5 0
McConihe
First
2
0 0 7 4
Ashworth (W) ..4
U
Biggins; Fourth
Whitmire,
WP Roane;
T
Eighth
2:05.
a-Fra-

Scot Score

the home half of the sixth,
Bob Whitaker led off with a
and moved
single to
to third on Bill Thombs' ground
hit up the middle. Ron Miller!
brought Whitaker home with a
long sacrifice fly to left for the
first Scot tally.

3
3

R

j

D

TWO-MIL-

pick up two singles while the
visiting Lords went hitless.
In hopes of starting a rally
and not wanting McConihe to
come up with a sore arm on
that cold day, Coach Swigart
for Tom in
used a pinch-hitte- r
the fifth (to no avail) and sent
Ashworth to the hill in the sixth.
Ray Brown beat out an infield
roller for Kenyon's first hit in
the sixth and was thrown out
moments later trying to steal.

4--

4.

1

er

Dudgeon, 3b
Roane, p
Bill
ment, Jim Dennison and
Weidenkopf, cf
Thombs collected three apiece to
Totals
Wooster (4)
lead the host victors.
Dennison, ss
McConihe received the start- T. Thomas, lb
ing nod from Coach John Swig-ar- t Whitaker, 2b
c
and hooked up in a scoreless Weygandt,
Thombs, rf
Wilson
Kenyon's
duel with
Miller, If
Roane for five innings. During McClellan, cf
that time the Scots were able to D. Thomas, 3b
McConihe, p

were defeated in third doubles,
but the Scots were still ahead at
the end,
afternoon Coach
Tomorrow
Jim Ewers' men will travel to
Kenyon, and Wednesday they'll
Using his curve as his primary
take on Mount Union on the
weapon, McConihe struck out
home courts.
five and walked none in his
Singles
stint. Ashworth gave
Beach (Wi) defeated Rolley (W)
0; Imhoff (Wi) defeated Hess (W)
up two hits, walked four, and
5; Galloway (W) defeated Beard (Wi) whiffed seven during his four!
Bichsel (Wi) defeated Takesh
Nason W) defeated frames.
W)
5--

AB
3
4
3
3
4
3
3

HfO

WOKS'

North Side Public Square
Wooster, Ohio

Gets Recognition,

Meet Sunday

Next Sunday the Friends worship group (Quakers) which has
been meeting on campus will be
organized as an official Monthly
Meeting by the Friends World

Committee.
Visitors from other Ohio meetings will join with Wooster
Friends this Sunday morning in

Purdue, the same college
Dixieland band that has appeared twice on
color TV programs and has
played numerous engagements
at th Blue Note in Chicago. This
will be their first Ohio appearance, although they have performed at major colleges and
universities in Illinois, Indiana
and Wisconsin.
Master of ceremonies for the
evening will be Harry Jarkey,
night club and TV comic who
will be aided by the "house
orchestra," Lou Posey's Ambas

and the
George Shearing Quintet will
headline a program of entertainment to be presented at
Denison University in Granville,
Friday evening, May 15.
"Melomania," a word meaning "an inordinate passion for
music," is the title given to the
stage show.
Popular Combos
The

Kingston

of

Trio

coast-to-coa-

a meeting at which the charter
The Trio, appearing only once
will be received. Recognition by in Ohio this spring, will be
FWC implies that the group has joined by the George Shearing
reached permanence and

spiritu-

al maturity.
The group was begun
10 years ago by William

about
Hey-woo-

Quintet, featuring the famed
blind pianist, and the Salty Dogs

Wayne County National Bank

sadors.
Other groups scheduled to appear the same weekend at
include new RCA Victor
Recording Star, Phineas Newborn, Jr. and his trio, the Gin
Bottle Seven, and Harry Epp's
Muskat Ramblers.
Producers consider the program as "Ohio's Answer to
Newport" and have invited students from 36 Ohio colleges and
universities to attend. Tickets
and further information may be
obtained by writing to "Melomania," Granville, Ohio.
Den-niso-

n
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Swings Partners
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Congress
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V
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Planning to view government
operations first hand, a dozen
Congressional Club members
will leave for Washington, D.C.
Wednesday afternoon at 4:00.

v

Jf

wi

1

Advisor Dr. A. R. Burn will join
the trip, which is partially subsidized by the club.
First on the group's busy

a

iU3

.U

i

a Thursday morning

bring an appointment at Justice
Department where students will
be briefed on the integration
problem.
Headed for the State Department on Friday morning the
group will discuss the Berlin crisis before their appointment with
Vice President Nixon's assistant,
Charles McWhorter.
The remainder of the day plus Saturday are as yet not definitely
planned. Possibilities include a
visit to the Russian embassy and
an appointment with the ambassador if he is in town.
Before returning to Wooster
on Sunday the group may also
tour other embassies as well as
the traditional
sight-seein-

g

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

Lahm's Jewelry

Store
E.

Liberty Sr.

LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UP!
So pick your pack save the six wrappers
smoking pleasure all the way!

AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At
HAVE FUN
ENTER OFTEN
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right"
Either "I"'
answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's
(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!
P---

RULES

PLEASE

1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college
students and college faculty members except employees and their immediate families of Liggett
& Myers and its advertising agencies.

print clearly. Use
2. Fill in all missing letters
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words
prohibited. After you have completed the puzzle,
send it along with six empty package wrappers
of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or
n
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers,
P. O. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six
package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.
. . .

hand-draw-

3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,
Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,
Friday, June 5, 1959.
4. Entries will be judged by the
Corporation, an independent judging organization, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will
be required to complete in 25 words or less the
following statement: "My favorite cigarette is
(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because
".
Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of

Radios & Phonographs
Sold and Serviced

Imhoff

&

Long

340 East Liberty Street
Phone
2-99-

16

ds

binding.

5. Solutions must be the original work of the
contestants submitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will
be returned.

DORM AIERS

6. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as
possible after completion of the contest.

Wooster's Oldest

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State
and local laws and regulations.

Shoe Repair Shop
215 East Liberty Street

CLUES ACROSS:
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.
6. Some college students.
, Light up an Oasis.
10. When at
11. Sinking ship deserter.
12. Plural pronoun.
discussions in a sociology class.
13. One expects
might annoy a short-stor- y
16. A student's careless
instructor.
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.)
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
21. It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on.
22. Sometimes a girl on a date must
into her pocketbook to help

29, 1959
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pay the tab.

may fascinate a poorly developed man.
23. The muscle-builder- 's
21. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
2tf. Campers will probably be
by a forest fire.
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first
31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)
36. One could appear quite harmless at times.
37. Reverse the first part of "L&M".
33. What will soon appear in a bombed-ou- t
city.

ds

thought and interest by the
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that
the decision of the judges shall be final and
Bruce-Richar-
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HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY
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READ CAREFULLY

Bruce-Richar-

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win!
and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real
3

CLUES DOWN:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
12.
14

15.
20.
23.
25.
27.
28.
30.
32.
33.
3-1-

.

35.
36.

The beginning and end of pleasure.
A rural
can be inviting to a vacationist.
Second and third letters of OASIS.
packed, it could be exasperating to remember
When one is
a few articles that should be included.
It would pay to be careful when glass is
Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
Amblor.
Author
District Attorney (Abbr.)
A ..
from Taris should please the average woman.
An inveterate traveler will
about distant lands.
are hard to study.
Stone, Bronze and Iron
How Mexicans say, "Yes".
All L&M cigarettes are "
high" in smoking pleasure.
May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.
Initials of Oglethorpe, Iona, Rutgers and Emurson.
United Nations Organization (Abbr.)
Golf mound.
Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for L&M.
Poet Laureate (Abbr.)
Filter ends.
What Abnor might be called.
Bachelor of Education degree.
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visit to the United States Congress plus various committee
hearings. The afternoon will
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Congressional Club

is

PAPER

CREPE

FOR STUDENTS

Folk dance classes will swing
their partners in a public demonstration next Wednesday night
at 8:15 in the gym.
Under the direction of majors
in the physical education department, the classes will show
Scandinavian, American, and
European dances.

schedule

SUPPLIES

ARTISTS'

d,

an instructor in Philosophy at the College, as a Sunday
morning discussion group. Since
then it has been continued as
a worship group by students at
the College and families from
Wooster, Smithville, and Ashland. Meetings for worship are
held each Sunday morning in
the Music Room and consist of
an hour of unprogrammed worship and meditation. A discussion group also meets once a
week.
The Clerk of the meeting is
Howard Kriebel of the Agricultural Experiment Station. The
Student Clerk for this year is
Mary Dunham.
Visitors are welcome at the
weekly meetings.

To Visit

st

17,

OFFICE
TRY OUR CLEVELAND-BEAL- L
(OPEN FRIDAY 'TILL 5:30)

Kingston Trio, George Shearing Quintet
Headline May Entertainment at Denison

Friends Meeting
To

Friday, April

VOICE

WOOSTER
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PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH
Mail to Li&gett
sure to attach

& Myers. P. 0 Box 271. New York 46. New York. B
six empty package wrappers ol the same brand (or
facsimile) trom Chesterfield, L&M, or Oasis cigarettes.

Name-

-

Address- -

College
This entry must be postmarked before midnight. May 29, 1959, and
received at P. 0. Box 271. New York 46, New York, by midnight.
June 5, 1959.
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